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PREFACE

We live in an exciting, rapidly changing, and challenging world a world highly dependent dpon science and technology. Our

world is ehangifig" so rapidly that we sometimes fail to recognize that much of what we today take for granted as common,
everyday occufrences existed only in the imaginations of people just a few short years ago. Advances in scienciand technology

have brought many dreams to fruition. Long before today's school children become senior citizens, much of today's "science

fictioC will. in fact, becomP reality. Recall just a few accomplishments which not long ago were viewed as idle dreams:

New biomedical advances haVe made it possible to replace defective hearts, kidneys and other organs.
-%

The first air flight at Kitty llawk lasted only a few seconds. Non; a ligle over half a century_later space ships travel

thousands of miles an hour to explore,distant planets.

Nz.clear technologyof interest afew short years ago because of ns destructive potentialcould provide humankind with

almost limitless supplies of energy for peace-time needs:

Computer technology has made it possible to solve in seconds problems which only a decade ago would require many

human lifetime&
Science and technology have brought us to the brink of controlling weatInr, earthquakes andother natural phenomena.

0 Moreover, the changes which we have been experiencing and to which we have become accustomed are occurring at an

increasingly rapid rate. Changes. most futurists forecast, will continue and.. in fact, even accelerate as we move into the 2.Ist

Century and beyond. But. as Barry Commoner has stated,"There is no such thing as a free lunch." These great advances will not

be achieved without a high price. We are now beginning to experience the adverse effects of otifigreat achievements:

The world's natural resources are being rapidly depleted.

Our planet's water and air are no longer pure and clean. '

Thousands of plant and animal species are taeatened with extinction.

Nearly half the world's population suffers from malnutrition.
,While science and technology have given us tremendous power. we arc also confrontedwitltan ?wesome responsibility: to use

the power and a bility wisely, to make equitable decision tradeoffs, and to make valid and just choices e;Phen there is no_absol_ute,

"right" alternative. Whether we have used our new powers wisely is highly questionable.
Today's youth will soon become society's decision-makers. Will they be capable of iinproving upon the decision-making of

the past? Will they possess the skills and abilities to make effective, equitable, long-range decisions to create a better world?

To the student: J
This module has been prepared to help youthe student and future decision maker function more effectively in a rapidly

changing world. Other modules in the Preparing for Tomorrow's Worktprogram focus on additional issues,of current and

future importance.
To the teacher:

It is our belief that this moduleand indeed the entire Preparing for Toniorrow's World program will help you the teacher
prepare the future decision-maker to deal effectively with issues and challenges 6t the interfaces of scienceltechnology/ society.

It is oui belief that the contents and activities in this program will begin to prepare today'S youth to live life to the fullest, in

balance with Earth's resources and environmental limits, and to meet the challenges of tomorrow's world.

lf
Louis A. lozzi; Ed:.D.
Cook College
Rutgers-The State University of New Jersey
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SEPTION 1:
Family

II

A

Reading 1 Family Concepts Apd The Traditional Indian

In hie days of the buffalo, a Plains Inditin camp was
always set in a 'circle. All sacred things were r6und: the
sun, the moon and the earth's horizon. This' idea of
continuous circle reflected the way the people lived
and behaved towards one another. The teepee was
round, allowing each person'to face one another and to
see and clearly cOmmunicate with etch other. The
camp circle was. qlso necessary for defense in case of
stampede or raids. All these things were part of
Great Power and formed a harmonious world a con-

' tinuing circle or cykle.

The Plains way of life revolved arotind a deep-
rooted, extended family kinship sdciety. It consisted of'
large families with many relatives, spanning several
generations...Family members, young and old, were
equally important and equally respected. Each person
was highly valued and protecte'd by the family.

Do you feel.our way of life today resembles the
Plains way of life as described thus far? What are 0
your reasons?

A person felt fondness towards all family members,
distant or close, regardless of age, sex, or one's
personality. The camp was full of keen humor, self dis-
cipline, sharing and mutual aid. Family members de-
pended on one another and nt. one was ever refused
aid or abandoned by this extended family. However,
one was expected to be in good standing with the
teachings of the Great Spirjt, and in harmony with the
universe in which one was a part. One learned to live
with humility. One never considered oneself more im-
p9rtant than another person or another object, not
even more important than an ant on-the sand. "In them

all things are One: the rock, the cloud,the tree, the
buffalo, the man." (Bad Arm, Sioux) All beings and all
things_were brothers to the Indian; all were part of the
Great Power and the universe.

Each person in the Indian community was responsi--
ble to the immediate fañiily, the village, the clan and
then the tribe, in that order. The camp of one elan
could be part of a larger circle, more circles of teepees
could be added, and eventually it may become a large
group of encampments the entire tribe. In this great
circle, dach and every, person was governed by a tradi-
tional rule good behavior.

What are some traditions or rules that govern our
society today?

One's duties in tfie family were determined by one's
age and sex However, everyone worked together for
the.benefit of the family, distant relatives or friends of
the tribe. No one was ever left out of any activity be-
cause of one's age or sex (except in special, tribal so-
cieties). Infants, children, adults and the elderly all
talked to one another freely as well as played and
worked together, side by side. Everyone took part in
celebrations, prayers and special events. Being part 0(
the family meant sharillg and participating in all ways.
Every task and action served the needs and goals of
the family. ,

Growing Up The Traditional Indian Way

The life of a Young boy, mau or elderly male was a
constant exposure to daily dangers. It was a life of
hunting and defense, a necessity for survival. Littl

. s



else could be expected of,a male in-the way of other
work. Most of his time was spent hunting for food...and
defending his people. The young Plains Indian boy
learned through careful imitatioh of the older and more
experienced hunters, warriors, counselors, leaders or
medicine.persons.

As soon as.they were able, young boys were en-
couraged to learn to swim, run and ride. Their early
games provided practice for the knowledge and skills
needed later on in life. These lessons of skill in hunting
apd defense, taught by the adults, meant, survival for
them and their people. They learned by Watching, pre-
tending, and eventually doing what their teachers "-
tatight. They captured "game" with toy bows and ar-
rows. The "game" was usually a tiny carved, wooden
buffalo, elk or caribou studded Oth grass. These were .

The same toys Used as targets for practice with the bow
and arrow. Sometimes the young boys managed to .
come home proudly displaying small prey caught with
their toy bows and arrows.

When the Plains Indian youth was ready to become
A man, he helped prepare sweat lodge so pray and
purify himsblf. Then he went into a small pit or leaned
against a tree on a lonely hilltop, naked, exposed to the

AIN

Hunting for Survival

ele.ments, and without food and water. He would usu-
ally wait for three or four days..for a Vision. The trials
a his Vision Quest tested his bravery and comage. He
would wait in a state of half-wakefulness 'And hunger
until he had a dream which would help him discover
his adult name and role in life. His e,ream was then
interpreted by the medidne per-son of his village. After
receiving his fiitt medicine bundle, he would devote
his life to living up to his dream and the traditions of his

people. .
How does Indian boyhood compare with boyhood
today?

,How is itthe sante? Different?
The Indian women of the Plains worked together

with the female children and the elderly. Out of neces-
sity, females carried the burden of work to provide for

2

Young Girls Learn From The Elders

the daily needs of the tribe. they built the dwenings,
packed and unpacked when moving camp, made uten-
sils, tanned hide, sewed, and cooked, ,gathered and
preseivbd food. In additiun, they were mothers to all
the children.

The upbringing of i young Sioux girl wa-s managed
carefully by the elder grandmother, mother, second
mother, aunts, cousinsi peers and all other females.

7 She soon learned that moderation, poise, reserve, and
courtesy were the accepted patterns of behavior.

A girl copied the ways of the women who managed
the lodge in their quiet, gentle way. From them she
could learn to be'a mother, a healer, herbalist or even a '
holy one who gave personal advice. She gained kriowl-
edge about birth, life and death fromdirectexPerience._
Through watching and doing, she soon learned about
the PlainS Indians' way of life.

She did not go on a Visibn Quest such as that of the.
male. She did have a, puberty ceremony, conducted
mainly by the grandmotherof t1z lodge or teepee.
Then she prepared for her cbming of age by learning
additional skills and duties' from the more experienced,
older women.

How does Indian girlhood compare ivith girlhoodt'
today?

HOW is it the same? Differefil?

Young and old alike knew that imless they worked
together, there would be lack of food, clothing and
shelter for the camp. Ample food was needed to pro-
vide for everyone in the Winter, and caYe must alway's
be taken so that the camp is protected from wandering
enemies. It was a life of mutual aid and concern, and
each and every person had an important part to play t6
maintain the community.

What special and important role does each mem-
ber ofyour familAplay in the survival of your fam-
ily and relatives or neighborhood?
The Indian society can be characterized as a low
science and technology society. What are ith ad-
vantages?.Disadvantages?

10



STUDENTHANDOUT ORE

. Activity 1: Comparing Family Roles- 'r

4.

I. People serve a variety of roles itt a community and family. Coirfpare some of these
rores by completing the chart beloW. List some roles assumedby /he different family
members. Some posibidiroles are fOurtdat the bottoni of the page. Add other roles if
neded. Some of the. roles listed can be used several times and each person may serve

several roles (e...g;, father may carry out several ro1es).1

INDIAN' FAMILY----- MODERN FAMILY

Father

.

: ,

.

Father
K. %

,

.

...

.

.

.

,.
N

Mother .,

.

o

. -

.

Mather

.

+.1

.

.
-

.

.

Daughter
,

. _
.

.

Daughter,

.

t

.

.

.

7

.
. .

.

.

Son
,

.

r.

.

.

Son
N..s

. .
.

:

,. ..

Elders .

,

. .

.

. .

.

Elders

..

.

.

.

Aunts and Uncles . ,
,

,
Aunts atid Uncles.

.
s.

..,
..

,

.
.

. ) v

Possible Choicest ,
, . .

apprentice, bab4 sitter, "boss of the house," wage'earner, cleaner, cook, counselor,
demonstrator, dish washer, doctor, farmer, food gatherer, friend, grounds custodian,
guardian, healer, housekeeper, hunter, pet keeper, play mate, proteaor oC the family,
provider, repair person., security guard, sskilled worker, 'gob% teller, student, teacher,

. , >.,.tool maker, garbage collector, factory worker.'

(DO NOT WRITk IN wok)

...........,..X...1
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V

c
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DISCUSItONQUESTIONS

d What roles arc the same in both columns?
With developments in science and technology some roles have changed. What are some changes?

Whdt roles do you feel are the most important and why? What is your role in your family?

What roles do-you expect to take on in the future?

I.

Dilemma 1 CHASING HAWK'S DILEMMA

Alvina Chasing Hawk is a 13-year-old plains Indian
girl. She has three brothers, two youngm and ohe
older.. Her elderly grandparents live with her parentg
and tke-children in a'small vill\ge.

Today is an exciting day of the year for the Chasing
Hawk family ancl-TrtiCr community. It is the time of the
year to pick up all belongings, place them on travois
pulled by dogs and move west byfoot. The annual trek
is iscessary for the tribe's survival. The main purpose
iPto hunt th,e bison or buffalo, which provides for their
food, clothing and shelter. Another purpose is to go
into the hills to be more comfortable, during the bt
summer days and to pick the fresh wilfruits ar.d vege-
tables. Some are eaterOuring the summer and the rest
will be preserved and saved for winter. Everyone takes
part in the activities.

v

On this day, the women and children are almost fin-
ished paCking. The men and boys scout the trail, keep-
ing a lookout forirouble on the new path to be taken.
A number of wandering enemy bands have been
zsighted during the past week. A few members of the
tribe have alreagy.started on their war

Mrs. Chasing Hawk *pares her family for tne long.
trek and discovers the need fbr more water. She askg
her daughter, Alvina, to go down to the river to fill
three containers. Alvina is to take her two founger
brothers to help her carry the containers. Mrs. Hawk
reminds her daughter o the wandering enemy jribes
and cautimis her to retu as quickly as possible.

Alvina lea es immedia ely, knowing it takes 15 min-
utes.to reach the river. The river is shallow and Murky
at the edge so she has to cacry each container into the'
middle of the stream to bbtain clear drinking water.

Stiddenly, Alvina discovers that her younger
brOthers hdve disappeared. She decideS to look for
theM herself, hopipg that they aro. nearbY. She feels
that in the half hour that it will take to go to camp and
return With a search party her brothel's could be ex-

. ' posed to man§ dangers. .

gince they are not in sight, she searches all around,
softly...calling for them. Not far from camp, climbing
oveLsome washes and sMall rises, Alvina comes upen

onrpf the boys' small toy .bows. A number of yards

c 4

later she finds an arrow belonging to the bow. Alvina
knows that her brother hadidropped them. In the dis-
tance she sights an otitcrop of rocks and moves swiftly
and quietly towards them...She is uneasy, realizing that ,

she is away from camp and protection. She does not
want to be sighted by a stranger. As she approaches-
the rocks, she' gees scme blood on the soil. Her heart '
pounds. She notices That the area is quite scuffed up
and that many grasses and weeds have been trampled
upon. carelessly. She starts to rurnfollowing-the trail
blood. At the bottom of the wash;undei some- mes-
quite bushes, she sees the source of blood. There lies a mo,
dead fox, killed, probably, by a bobcat.

She continues on, trailing jhe scuffmarks artd broken
weeds for quite a distance. The she hears excited yells
that sound like her brothers'. She runs faster, always
searching the horizon for trouble She finally' finds her
two brothers, excitedly praying with two fox, cubs. Al-
theugh she is relieved seeing them safe, she suddenly
feels mai* and-frightenedandfalone,_

Alviha hugs her brOthers and tells them eaclitii
carrjf a cub and follOw her quickly and quietly back to
their village. As they near the village, she suddenly
comes within hearing distance of screaming, yplling
and loud commotion. She urges her brothers to dove
faster. When they reach the large group of rocks they
quickly kneel down behind a huge boulder to listen.
Suddenly, she sces a number of strange men on horse-
babk coming at a fast pace from the direction of her
village. She recognizes the strangers as a wandering,
rival band id search of food or horses. Whea.they,ride
otit of sight, the three*Chasing Hawk children run to-
wards camp. As they get close, Alvina heard the un-
mistakable death chant being sung by the women and
girls.

Relief shows in her mother's eyes when she sees the
children, but a deep hurt is not hidden. Alvint,looks at
the camp and realizes it is not disorganized from the
preparation for the alove. She sees jhat several travois
have been knocked over. Belodgings are scattered
about, and a dog lies in blood. She looks toward her
own travois and sees the reason for the Chanting. Her
wiseand loving grandmother is lying part way put of
the travois. She realizes her grandmother is dead. She

i 2



now understands what had happened. The itranger4,
seeing the children, knew there would be a village
nearby. They rode quickly in to surprise the people.
They raided the camp, taking supplies an&horses. In
their haste to leave, they inadvertently knocked over
several travois and people.

Alvina feels weak. She realizes that the tragedy that
befell her village was due to the fact that those strange
people had seen or heard her and her brothers.

Should Alvina be punished? Why or why not?

DISCUSSION 'QUESTIONS

In what ways was Alvina disobedient? What rule or rules did she break?

If you were Alyina, would you look for your missing brothers, even if this means putting the village in danger?
Why or why not?

What is more important the safety of the village or Alvina finding her brothers?
Should Alvina be blamed for the tragedy? Why or why not?

Since Alvina was trying.to be helpful, does that make any difference in dec1ding whether or not she should be
punished? \

7



U. STUDENT HANDOUT TWO

Activity 2: What We Value_
a

The simpler world of the food g-a If;ering Indian tribes is quite different when compared to our
highly industrialized society today. Early Indians placed much value on basic survival needs.
What.do we value today?

On a separate paper list some values of the early American Indians. List your own valu4s.
Values can include things, objects, people, ideas or anything that people consider important.

INDIAN YOUTH YOU

buffalo money

Select from the Indian list the most important and put in the above Indian column po the
same for the second most important, third most important and so on until all items are listed.

Select from your list the most important and put in the above "you" column. Do the same for
the second most important, third most important andso on until all items are listed..

0.

Compare the two lists (2 and 3) above.

a. How are the lists similar? How are they different? ,

b. What items do you valtie that have resulted from advancements in science and technology?

c. In the examples given in the chart above, buffalo and money are very similar in that they can
both be used for trading. and/or_ purchasing other things. Find other items wh:ch can be
"paired off" and serve similar ways-in both cultures.

d. Which of your values seem trivia/ when compared to the Indians' values for survival?

e. What values held by eally American Indians do you find desirable? Would you want to be
part of a society which held those values? Why or..why not?

f. WIlat does survival mean in today's world? What must we learn and do in order to survive?

(DO NOT WRITE IN BOOK. Use copy distributed by your teacher.)

6 14.



Activity 3: A Ho

In this activity you have the task of a census taker to
find out how households have changed over two gener-
ations. You will be comparing your own household to7
day with that of your parents' household when they

Procedure

Your teacher will distribute Household Census
Form 1 for you to complete.

A second form, Form 2, will be distributed by
your teacher. using the questions on Form 2, interview
your parent or guardian. He or she will have to reCall
the time when he/she w,as your age and answer the
questions as if he/she were being interviewed then (20
or more years ago).

If your grandparents live with you or nearby or if
you know an older person, obtain another Form 2 from
your teacher. Change the number from Form 2 to
Form 3. Interview that person in the same way as you
did for your parents. Again, they must remember their
household when they were your age.

Thbulathig the Results

When all the interviews have been completed and
the forms have been filled out, sort the forms into
three groups according to the form number.

The class will form three groups:
Group A will work on Form 1
Group B will work on Form 2
Group C will work on Form 3

Each group will first obtain a newsurvey form
and title it Survey Results. Also indicate the time
period (Present Time, Parents' Tinre, or

- Grandparent's Time). On this form record the to-
tal number offormsin your set.
Take the first form and read out the answer.to
the first question. A member of the group will re-
cord that number on another piece of paper. Take
the next fohn and record the regionse to the same
question. Do this until you have recorded all the
responses to the first question. Add up all the
numbers and put this total number in the
question 1 space of the Survey Results Form.

Proceed in th`e same manner With the next ques-
tions until all the questions have been tabulated.

.

usehold Census

To speed up this tabulating task, you may wish to
work in pairs. Each pair will be assigned ques-
tions o tabulate. When you finish,recording the
answer on one form, pass that form to the next
paiEWhen they finish,-they will pass it to the next
person in line. If you decide to tabulate the sur-
vey questionnaire this way, you must malse sure
that you have tabulated each form. A good way to
check this is to number each form. On a separate
sheet of paper, number down the sheet with as
many numbers as there are forms. When you re-
cord, you will record the response next to the
number that correspond& to the number on the
form. Any blanks, when you finish, will mean
that that form had not been tabulated. You can
then go back and find the particular form that you
missed.

Find the average number for each question. This
number is obtained from dividing the total num-
ber by the number of forms counted by your
group.

Question #1 = 120

Ntimber of forms = 30
1204. 30 = 4

The average number of Persons in each house-
hold is 4.

Record the average number found for each
question next to the.total number. Circle the
number (e.g., Question #1 120 .0. If the an-
swer is a fraction; round off the one decimal
place. 3.67 is rounded to 3.7.)

After all the answers to the question have been
counted and recorded, submit the copy`of the Sur-
vey Results toyour teacher. These results will be
posted tor your later use.

Graphing the Results

Your teacher will assign you to graph the results.
of 9ne question. Obtain the information you need by
consulting the three Survey Results posted in the class-
room. Using the average numbers found for your as-
signed question, construct a bar graph to display the
findings.
e.g., Question #1

.15 7
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SAMPLE GRAPH FOR QUESTION 1

-4

Grandparent's Parent's Present
Time Time Time

a

1 6
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STODEiIT HANDOUT THREE
_

Activity 3: A HouSehold Census --Form 1

Instructions: Answer the following questions (it,is not necessary to put your
name on your paper)

. How many persons live in your household?

2. How many children live in your household?r (under age 18)

3. Do your grandparents live with you? Number?

Yes No

4. If your grandparents do not live with you, how often
do you see them each year?

4

,

..arr.

mother's side

5. How many persons in your household work outside
the house?

6. How many persons in your household conduct ati
their business at home'?

.

(farming, have office in, the house, etc.)

7. Approximately how far did you travel on your
last vacation?

....

8. In what type of dwelling do you live?
,single family house

townhouse (or) ai5artment house

other (describe)

9. During yobr life, how many times haye you moved?

.

n

father's side ,
.,

full time

part time

I 7

.
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STUDENT HANDOUT FOUR

.1.

Activity 3: A Household Census Form 2
-

Instructions: Interview a parent or guardian using the questions below.* The person
you interview is to put himself/herself back in time. He/she will answer the questions
in the way he/she would have at the age you'are now. That is, he/she is to tell you
about his/her childhood household. (Do not put names on paper.)

I. How many persons lived in your household?

2. How many 'children lived in your househbld?
(under age 18)

3. Did your granCiparents live with you? Number?

Yes_ No_
,

4. If your grandparents did not live with you, " 4

how often did you see them each year? .,
.

mother's side... '

fatI7r's side

5. How many persons in your household worked outside
the house?

6. How many persons in your household conducted all
their business at home?
(farming, had office in the !louse, etc.)

7. Approximately how far did you travel on your
vacations when you were 12 or 13 years old??

8. In what type of dwelling did you live?

single family house

townhouse (or) apartment
house

other (describe)

9. From birth to your early teens, how many times
have you moved?

'full time

part time

4-

*If your grandparents live with you or nearby, or if you know an older person, obtain a second form from your
teacher. Complete this form in the same manner. Change the title to read Form 3.

10



When all the graphs are completed, the class will
meet to examine the results:You will present your
graph to the 5.lass and explain what it shows. What

' changes have taken-place?is there an increase or de-

crease? Include in your explanation what you think are
som..: reasons responsible for the changes or no
changes found.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS .

a What are the major changes that seem to have taken place?
Between which time periods have most changes taken place?
Have households decreased or increased in size? Why do you suppose this has occurred?

Has there been a change in the distance of vacation tavel? What has caused this chahge?
Are there more or fewer persons workineoutside of the home? Do you think the type of work people do has

changed?
What are some conclusions that you cah draw frcim the suryey results. List some of the main reasons for the'

changes you found.
If this survey had been conducted by an Indian child 200 year, ago, what do you think he/she would have found?

Wh y?

Can you predict what responses will be obtained-if this survey were condtfcted 30 years from now?

Some of the questions in this survey are similar to ones asked in the riational census. Why do you suppose the
government is interested in this type of information? How is such information useful in future planning?

What inventions or developments in technology, do you suppose, are responsible for the changes you found?
In countries where most people are farmers one finds larger size families. Why do you suppbse this is.the case?

Reading 2 The American Family's Companion

People in the United States today live very different
lives than the American Indians of years ago. Many
changes in today's society have affected families and
their values. An ihwortant source of this change has
come from science and technology. One of the most
widely used technological developments has been the
television. To dramatize this point, think about these
questions:

How has TY changed the lifestyles of the Ameri-
can people in the last 30 years? (Hint: Interview
your parents, grandparents, senior citizens .
What did they do in their free time?)

How many hours,a week does your family watch
TV?

How important is TV to you and your tamily?

Through the medium of TV, people can tune out
their everyday world and escape into whatever mood
the evening TV offers. lelevision, unlike reading, in-
volves very little effort on the part of the viewer. Thus,
the amount of time the average American person
spends reading is far less than is spent watching TV.
What values does the American public place on TV?
(Think about the huge sums of money Spent in re-.. .

'

search, commercials, and productions of TV shows.)

flow du the commercials seen on TY affect you
when youare out.shopping?

To what extent do characters portrayed on TV in-
fluence the lives of people who watth them?

How often do you turn on the television to watch a
specific program or just "to watch TY"?

For some families a big decision of the day may be
selecting the evening TV program. Whereas, for the
Plains Indian the important decision of the day may be,
selecting a safe place to camp for the night. Our con,
cern of today are quite different. Perhaps one of the
reasons is because we are not directly involved in
,hunting for food or defending ourselves from enemies.
Providing for and protecting the family from danger
was the primary, activity of the early American Indian.
Today, wild animals do not roam freely inlowns and
cities. We have police to guard our safety. As a result,
we have more time for leisure and can spend more time
thinking about entertainknent. TV, of course, is a prime
provider of entertainnient. And, a typical evening
scene is one with the family gathered around the TV
set.

" Ii



Activity 4: How is TV Your Companion?

What role does TV play in your life? Is it a major
soace of entertainment? What do you learn from TV?
Some answers to the above questions may unfold
when you complete this aetivity.

Procedure

Your teacher will distribute three (3) copies of the
Log Sheet. For the next three days you will. keep a
record of all your TV watching, using a separate sheet
for each day. List each program and fill out the infor-
mation requested (time, type of program, etc.) Do this
as carefully and completely as possible.

When all three log sheets are completed, return
them to yotir teacher.

Analysis of Log Sheet. At the next class period you'r
teacher will distribute to you log sheets completed by
another student. It will be your,task to summarize the
other students' TV log. Your summary should address
the following questions:

Approximately ho% muph of the day is spent
watching TV?
What main types of prograins are watched?
Does the person seem to-Ele watching whatever
comes on or does he/she seem to select particular
tYpes of programs?
Has TV viewing become a habit? (Is the person

,. watching TY all the' time, eyen when doing other
things?)-

What part of the time is spent watching commer-
cial TV? Non-commercial TV2

TV A Family dompanion

In what ways is TV important to the person?
What new information has the person gained froth
.watching TV?

Form a discussion group with three or four other
students. Each member of the group will present his/
her TV fog summary. After all the summaries have
been presented, discuss the questions below.

In what ways are the TV logs similar? Different?

How do you think TV has influenced the way we
lived?

What benefits are gained from watching TV?
Do you think that there are any drawbacks from
watching TV?
How would you respond to the followhrig com-
ment? "Our lives revolve aroun&the TV set."

Select a recorder in the group to write down the
main points of the discussion.

A representative from each group will present a
summary of the group's discussion to the entire class.
After all the group reports have been heard, the clasS'
as a whole will write a concluding set of statements
based on what it has learned from the TV logs and the
group summary reports.

What can you conclude about TV watching of the
class as a whole?
Is the pattern Of TV watching about the same for
everyone-in the class?
How do you think TV has affected the way we
live?

12
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Activity 4: How is TV Your Companion?
LOG SHEET

STUDENT HANDOUt FIVE

Time

-
Title

of
Program

Type bf Program
(sports event?

comedy?
quiz show?)

Who else is
watching with
you? (friend?

sister? parents?)

What else are
you doing?

(eating? home-
work? talking?)

What are your
reasons for

watching this
program?

What did you find out
that you dkrnot
know before?

.
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TV Antennas Stretching FroniHorizon To Horizon

Activity 5: Other bpinicns on TV

A number of people hhve'been very concerned about
the effects of television on youngsters. One major con-
cern is that children are being exposed to too much
violence. For example, one study concluded that the
average young viewer has seen 11,000 murders by the
age of 14. It is believed that seeing violent behavior
can lead to aggression hi children because they tend to
copy what they see and hear.

Recently several organizations joined together to
publish a pamphlet discussing ways to improve the TV
viewing habits of youngsters. Their concern was based
on a list of effeCts the group felt were undesirable. In
addition to excessive violence on TV the pamphlet
pointed,out that:

Children eat too Much junk food while watching
television and do not get enough exercise.

Children who watch TV late at night do not do
their homework. Also, they are sleepy at school and
have a hard time paying attention to their work.

Children wlio watch too much TV tend to read
poorly because they spend little time reading.

Tv viewing reduces the time children spend play-
ing with friends. This affects their ability to adjust so-
cially at school:

Parents use the TV as a baby sitter to keep.chil-
-dren quiet and out of their way.

14

When there are two or more television sets in the
houscbold, the family becomes divided; Families
spend 'ess time doing things together.

Do you agree or disagree with the points brought
out/in the pamphlet?

Procedures
Group.Discussion. The class will form six (6)

groups. Each group is assigned one of the six state-
ments.

Group members are to decide whether or not the
statement is valid,

What evidence is there to support or dispute the
statement? Cite some examples.
Do the findings from your TV logs support or
refute the statement?
Does thrsfatement apply to the class?
How might your parents respond to the state-
ment? Explain.

As a group come up with some suggestions on
how people can improve their TV viewing habits.

Class Presentation. A representative from each
group w.111 give a five-minute summary'of the group's
discussidn and decision. He/she will also list 'the
group's suggestions for improvement on die board.

23
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After all presentation' have been made, the entire
.class will examine the suggestions offered by each
group.

o Which suggestions does the class find easy to
accept:1

Which are most difficult to accept?

DILEMMA 2 TV ON TRIAr,:

A fifteen-year-old boy is on trial for robbery .pnd mur-
der. He admits to having entered the house of his
82-year-old neighbor, taken four hundred dollars, and
then shot her with the gun found in the house.

The defendent's lawyer argua that the boy was not
responsible because_ he was "brainwashed" by televi-
sion. The lawyer presents the following reasons:

The boy was a confirmed TV addict, spending
more than six hours a day watching the screen. He re-
fused to eat unless the TV was on. Sometimes he
would even sneak out of bed to catch a late show.

Cops and robbers shows such as Kojak, Baretta,
Starksy and Hutch, were his favorites.

*If the suggestions were accepted, what changes
will take place in your daily activities?

An Additiatal Class Discusiion Topic. Imagine that
you are talking to an Indian teenager living 200 years
ago. How might you convince him/her that TV is nec-
essary and important?

WHAT I'S YOUR VEADICT

He lived in a fantasy world of television and had
little sense of right and wrong.

The night before the Inurder, he watched two
shows in which,the crimes shown were very similar to
the crime committed. The boy was, therefore, acting
out a TV script.

According to the lawyer, 'his client is mentally dis-
turbed because of TV viewing. "He has seen so much
violence and killing that murder, in his mind, is no dif-
ferent from swatting a fly. TV should be held responsi-
ble for the crime, not the boy:"

How should the jury decide? Should they &dare
the boy guilty? Or, should they declare that television
is guilty? Why?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What type of evidence is needed to show that TV directly affects the way people behave?
If TV is found guilty, does this mean that we can Name TV for our actions?
What responsibilities should the parents have? the TY companies?

1 Is the lawyer being fair in accusing TV for affecting the boy's mind?

Have'you seen people copying what they see on TV?

If the boy admits to committing the crime, should that be reason enough for the jury to declnre him guilty? Why
or why not?

How does TV influence what you do?

DILEMMA 3 TO WATCH OR NOT TO WATCH

Mary is an eighth gradeitudent who enjoys watching
TV. Her parents do not mind this but have restricted
the type of programs she can Watch. Her parents do
not want her to watch programs showing a great deal of
violence.

The most popular teen-age show.on TV is n, defec-
tive program with much violence. Mary's parents have
forbidden her to watch this program.

All of Mary's classmates watch the detective show
weekly. They often talk about it in school Mary is too.
embarrased to let them know that she doesn't watch
the show for fear that they would think her odd. She

bluffs her way through the conversations about the
show by not talking about anything specific. Mary
feels that her classmates ace going o catch on pretty
soon.

Mary's parents are going out for the evening. This
happens to be the same night that the detective show is
on. Mary feels-that if she watches the show once, she
will learn enough to talk about it with he?\classmates
and,not to' be left out of the group. Mary feets her par-
ents are boing harsh and unfair sidee the other parents
let their children watch this program.

Should Mary. watch the program? Why or why \not?

15



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What shOuld be Mary's most important concern in deciding what to do?

Is it more important to be accepted by your friends o;.'to obey your parents' wishe5?

IC Mary watches the program, she would have fo lie to her parents. Should she lie? Would it matter if Mary lied
and got caught? Would her parentg ever be able to trust her again? Ott

Is it important that parent and child trust one another? Why? How important is trust between other people? '

Since Mary's parents feel that the proem will be harmful to h`er, shouldn't they Wave a right to decide what their
daughter can watch? Why or why not?

Are Mary% paren'ts being unfair? Why?
Should a child always obey his/her parents? Why or why not?,
What-responsibilities should parents'have-to-their children? What reS-POniibilities should a child have to his/her

0
parents? 1

Activity 6: Focusing on the Future

You have compared some of the changes brought
about by our modern. high science and technology soci-
ety to what existed in an knerican Indian low science
and technology society. What changes do you think
will take place in the future? In whit ways might the
major social values of the day contribute to these
changes?

In view of how Indian and mo lent societies have
stressed different values, what values do you feel will
be import,- for the way we live in the future?

16

Looking at some of the diffewnces between the
American Indian family n d the modern family, what
can you predict about the role the family, will play in
the.future?

How do you think TV miglit influence the family life
in the future?

What problems, if any, do you see in the modern
family? Can you suggest somc solutions to solye these
problems?

TV On Thal
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Seclion II:A
.Education

"
.

1 7

Introduction.

Webster's Dictionary defrues "survival" in the followiniways. "Sm-vixal (sur-viv-al) n. I. Continuance,
the act of outliving another. 2. Act of outlasting. 3. Anything that comes down from earlier times."

In the time of the "buffalo", the 1700's, it is saki that the Indians of the Americas adapted to nature
and worked together for the.purpo'se of suriival. Survival was tatight, in this low technological society,
by story telling and example handed down from one generation to die next.

Modern tqchnolegy has chanied oneway of life today. Wewill cdnsider some examples showing how
modern technology has affected our lives and means of survival. , .

Education is closely linked to:the stirvival of societies. This section will compare some aspects of
education in a low technology society (early American Indian) with education in a high technology
society (modern day America).-It ishoped that the benefits And drawbacks of ,both sygtems will be
compared and contrasted and that you'inight come up with suggestions for the improvement of future
education.

3

,

a

,
, eliding 3 Education FromAn indian Viewpoint

.. .s,

The following articles ect how the early American Indian, viev,;ed education, what education was
like., who did the teaching, 'and what methods *welt used. Read the following articles to gain an under-
standing of what education meant to the Indian's:

,
,: ..r'`
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A

What is.Educathan?

Six Nation Response'

I

OnJune 17, 1744, the comnissioners from Maryland and Virginia negotiated a treaty with the Indians of

the Six Nations at Lancaster, Pennsylvania. The Indians were invited to serid people to 'Wiliam and;
Mary College. The next day theyideclined the offer as follows:

We,know that you highly esteem the kind of learning taught in these Colleges, cind that the
Maintenance of our young Men, while with you, wouldbe very expensive to you: We are

convinced, that yow mean toilo us good by your PrOpdsal; and we thank you heartily. But
you, who are wise, must know that different Nations have different Conceptioni of things and

you will therefore not ((Ike* amiss, if our Ideas of this kind of Education happen not to be the t
same.as yours. We have had some Experience of it. Several,of our young People were

. formerly brought up at the Colleges of the. Northern Provinces: they were instructeclin all

. your Sciences; but, when they came back to us, they were bad Runners, ienorant of every.
means of living &thy woods.. . . 'Wither fit for Hunters, Warriors, not Counselors, they were.
totally good for nothing.

.

hie are, however, none the less obliged by your Idnd affer, though we decline acce.ptingii;

. and, toshow our grateful Sense of it, if the Gentlemen Of FirginiaWill send us a Dozen of

their Sdns, we ivill take Care.of their Education, instruct them in allwe'know and make Men
4)

*

of them:
. o. 3

C.'^

Questions *

ate,

1. Why did the Indians refuse the invitation io attendWilliamisand Mafy College?

2. What was their main reason forerefusing?

3. Why did the Indians think that White man's education viadequate?
so.

.4. Do you think that the commissioners &Om Maryland and Virginia accepted the Indians'
invitation to send their children to learn from the Indians? Explain.,

I.

N .

p
0.

3T.C. McLuhan, Touch the garth, A 4Setf Portrait of Indian Existence, New York: Pocket Books, 1971, p.3.
Reprinted with permission from the publisher.
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The Keeper of Tradition'

I THE BEGINNING
In the land of the "Wrong Root" People

Where the two Wind Rivers flow
Lives a Spirit called Tradition,
Boni a long, longtime ago.

As, the ancienflore andlegends
Of "The People" slowly grew

'Seth in meaning, and in purpose r
.Tradition grew too.

Yet a cUlture could not grow,
The Spipit could not live,
But for the "Keeper" of.Tradition
With the knowledge he could give.

II W,H6TS,THE "KEEPER"
It is he wrio tells the lebends,
Teaches that which he has learned,
Speaks the language of "The People,"
Tells of glories they have earned.

It is he that you hear calling
In a voice that's strong and clear:
"Young men, come, raise the lodge

poles
For the Dancers now are near."

It is she who bears the children, fries the
bread and weaves the beads;

Sings the songs as in the old way, tends
, to ail her family needs.

III THE CHALLENGE
Now, liSten to me for I say this to you:

The "Keeper" is human, and his time
most carie too.

1

And his knowledge is so precious; it
cannot be bought.

Do not close up yoUr minds; refuse not to
be taught.

Do not waste any time; rather, learn while
you may

The language, the sacred Tradition,as
in the old way. ,

For you who are young will become the
Elders too

And the duties of the "Keeper" will soon
pass on to you'

And the role of the Teacher will then
become your task,

To answer all the questions that the
young ones will ask.

So, know your language and your past,
and you'll earn the right to say:

"I am a 'Keeper' of Tradition
I am truly Ilan-ah-eh'."

The above poem was composed for Mr. Gabriel Warren, a "Keeper" of Tradition among
the Northern Arapaho, by his Grandson. The poem was read bp Mr. Warren at the funeral
services, as a tribal tribute to Francis Setting Eagle.

Perhaps the expressions regarding both "Tradition" and "The Keeper" will help us to a
better appreciation of "The Indian Way"

Yhe precise mellitning of the designation "Wrong Root People" as-applied tothe Arapaho
(also palled "The'BlUe Sky People" by the Cheyenne), has now been lost.

4.

Questions
1. Whyis the "Keeper §o important?
2. What might happen if there were no ,"Keepers"?

I

3. Who can be a "Keeper"?

4. How_cloes one become a "Keeper"?

'Warren, Gabriel, The Keeper of Tradition. The Wind River Rendezvous. May/June 1977 Reprinted.with permission from the
,publisher.
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THE OLD ONES'

And now let us think of the
Old Ones. It is-they who are

our true teachers. Those who

have kept the wisdom accu-

mutated over centuries will

help in these troubled times.

They speak our true Language,

and it is our instruction thai
when they speak, we should

listen.

Questions
1. Why do you think the "old ones" are regarded as the true teachers?

2. What do you think the author means by the term I:true language"?
3. In what ways can the young'benefit by listening to the "old ones"?

4. How well do you listen to older people? Why?

'Akwesasne Calendar, 1974. Reprinted with permission from AKWEASNE NOTES, Mohawk Nation, Rodseveltown,
New York
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,06R WARRIORS-I-

"They Sa'y You Arp Our-"WarriotV. It Is
---Truo\ That You Defend Our Nations, Our

Hon)es. Our -LNes Depend On Your
Alertness And. YoUr Coilective Strength.
And Mpee-lt Is'You, Who §-e-e-That Qur
Children Are Fed And Kept-Warm; You
.Who \Speak In OurCouncils, Who Find
VisiOrLTO GuicI6 bur Ways, Who Have
Duties To Perform As Male Hurnan. Beings. .

Men! Always Remember Our People.And..
Help ys Keep Our Nations Together And
Strong.

Questions
I

1. How do the "warriors" serve as teachers?
2. D9 you think that the "warriors': are always preparing fop combat? Why or why not?

3. Are all Males egarded as "warriors"?
4.,What are the pecial duties of a "warrior"?

tAkwesasne Calendar, 1974. 14printed by permissign from elKWESASNE ilOTES, Mohawk Nation, Rooseveltown,
.New York,



OUR SPIRITUAL LEADEIS1

Let Us.Turn Ouf Thoughts To
Those We Look To As Spiritual
Leaders. It Is They Who Sought To-
-Qain Vision For Our People, Who
Al Wags' leinind Us Of The Creafion,
Who Guide Us In Thec, Ways To Go
About On This Earth. They Live
1h Harmony With All Things Arid.
Provide Us With An Example Of
How Human Beings Are To Do.

Spiritual Leaders! Continue To
Link Us More Closely With Our
People; Our Land, And Our Life.

Questions
I. In -What ways might a "spiritual leader" be different from "the old ones"? Similar?

2. What are the teachings of a "spiritual leader"?
3. In what ways does a "spiritual leader" teach?

'Akwesasne Calendar, 1974. Reprinted by permission from AKWESASNE NOTES, Mohawk Nation, Rooseveltown,
New York.
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CHIEFS'

We turn- our mindslo -those we have
asked tO lead us. We acknowledge the
healy burdens we have given you,
knowing that now you eat last, waiting
for ypur people to be fed. Your tongue
can speak only Withour voice; your
responsibilities are. heavy. You have
little welth left, for you have shared
all with us.

Leaders! We demand even more-keep
Aur vision pure and clear, have'
wisdom & compassion in your
thoughts. You are the servant of the
people, and Ourlove & respect will
be your reward.

aUestions
I. How does a "chief" serve,as a teacher?.
2. What does the line, "Yinzr tongue can speak only with our voice,", mean?

3. What special qualities should a "chief" possess? Should the young need to learn these 9ualities?

;

1Akwesasne Calendar, 1974. Reprinted by pthnission from AKWESASNE NOTES, Mohawk Nation, Rooseveltown,
New York



OUR CLAN MOTHERS1

We' Turn Our Attention Now To The
Senior Wompn, The Clan Mothers.
Each Nation Assigns Them Certain
'Duties. For The People Of The
Longhouse, The Clan Mothers
And Their Sister's' Select The Chiefs,'
And RemoVO Them From Office
When They Fail The People. The Clan
Mothers Are The Custodians Of The.

Land, And AlWays Think Of The
UnOorn Generations. They Represent
Life, And The Earth.

Clan Mothers! You Gdye. Us Life
Continue`Now To Place Our Feet On
The Right Path.

Questions
I. Whi3 are the "clan mothers"?
2. What special duties do "clan mothers" have?

3. Why are "clan motherg" important?.

'Akwesasne Calendar, 1974. 'Reprinted by permission from .1KWESASNE NOTES, Moliawk Nation, Rooseveltown,

New York
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4. .1

OUR WOMEN1

It Is The.Women People Who Gave
Us Our Life, Who Are Related 113
The Mother Earth. We Run Our
Thoughts 113 You Who Raise Our
Young Children In Our Ways And
Languages, Who Keep Our Nationg
On The Path Of Life, Who Hold
Purity In Your Ways And Hearts.
Women! Remain Strong In Our
Ways So That Our Nations
Will Endure.

-QUestio. is
I. Who is Mother Earth? In what ways are women related to Mother Earth?
2. What things do the women teach?

sAkwesastie Calendar, l97tt. Reprinted by mmission from AKW/SASNE NOTES,01tiofiawk Nation, Rotseveltown,
Neil/ York
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Reading 4 Early American Indian Educat&n

The education of American Indian children reflected
\

the need to be adept in sprvial skills and to contribute
to the welfare of the people. Everything that the Indian
child was taught was'something that he/she would need
in adult life. What was:learned idcluded knowledge of
games, ceremonies, arts and crafts, food gathering,
fishing, trading, horsemanship, transportation, reli-
gion, sewing, farming, hunting and building of,shelters.
Many, skills were learned through playing games which
were fun, but each had a purpose. All learning was pre-
paring for responsible adulthood.

"An important4ndian concept understood by Indian
children was that all things were learned from the
adults. The adult, therefore, was the model for the
youn& to follow. Children were taught to obey the
tribal laws and customs. One learned to be even tem-
pered and to avoid anger. One never blamed, a demon,
or other' forces for misfortune. Rather, one leanied to
live in harmony With nature and the .universe. Ameri-
can Indian children alSo learned 'that the only thing one
inherited from birth was the family an.d tribe 'to which
one belonged. Everything else in life material
things, food or weather 7-- were gifts of the Great
Spirit,, and all things belonged to Him. One's fortune
and misfortune were determined by one's skills and'
abilities.

In learning how to survive, Indian children had to
understand their total environment. This included un-
derstandin about how weather, seasons and other
changes affected their surroundings. Everything one
learned centered around day to day living. All teaching
and learning occurred where and when it was neces-
sary. This could be,on the hunting grounds or v.round
the cooking fire. There were no school houses or class-
rooms as we know them. To the American Indian the
plains, the mountains, the waters,-or lodge were all
places of learning. Moreover, each and every task was
learned with pride and enjoyment.

Indlan-ehildren Learn Through Game Playing

26

Indian Girls Learn About Camp Lite

Girls learned about all the activities that werenedes,
sary for.running the camp. They had to understand
how the elements-affected plants and the growing sea:.
sons of the many different fruits, vegetables and seed-
bearing plants. In brder to cook or preserve foods.for
the winter, the girls and women had to know about alr
the special protierties of each and every food in order
to prepare them properly:They had to make the uteri-
sils needed in food preparation. They had to learn to:
make the family house whether it be sod-hut, wickiup,
or teepee. They had to, be skilled in sewing, making a
travois, or cradle board. gverything the family used,
they had to make.

Boys had to know all tha(was possible about each
game animal and understand its habits and migration,
routes. They had to be able to Make the weapons and
tools needed for the hunt or warfare. They became ap-
prentices in the hunt iind warfare and in leadership
roles by practicing and gradually perfecting the skills.
needed. Again, there was no specifie place to learn
thesv things; it depended on where a particularactivity
was taking place. All of the Indian boy's time was
spent in learniig the.art of survival and protection.

The teachers of Indian children were all the people
of the village. Spiritual leaders (Holy Men), warriors,
chiefs, clan mothers,' the Old Ones, women, men, par-
ents, second parents and other memnbers of the tribe

each taught in their area of.spedialty. Adults were
always ready to listen to a child and to'teach him/her.
The Holy Man taught by telling of heroic tales, reading
visions or dreams, and giving advice. The second par-
ents (close friends Or other fainily members) trained'
the child for the physical tasks needed in adult life. The
Old, Ones taught by sharing their experience and wis-
dom. All taught through-example and aid. And, 'ail-
dren also learned very quickly from each other, some-

:times.even-through ridicule.'
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Punishment oftentame in the form of suffering the
consequences of a lesson poorly learned. If one cried
or warned an enemy, the lives of the villagers might be
endangered. If one failed to learn how to hunt and raid
skillfully, one might be severly wounded or killed. If
one's arrows Were poorly made and did not shoot
straight, one Tight miss his target. If the girls did not
gather enough foocl witt., the women, it might mean
starvation by spring. Indian children were not
punished physically by adults. In Stead, they learned
proper behavior through chiding by peers or adults
when they acted improperly. kndeed, many tots have
touched hot cinders, a hard leison to learn. However,
the Indian community would not expote anyone to ex-
treme danger. Indian adults believed in taking time to
explain things to their own children or any other child
with aquestion or problem.

Very little in the way of mathematics was taught to
an Indian child. The American Indian usually needed
only to count from one to ten, using fingers, beads,
sticks or even pebbles if necessary. One measured by
using the length of one's hand, forearm or arm. The
calendar was nunibered by drawings on an animal skin,
marks on bark, sticks, stones, rocks, trees, or even
pictures (pictographs, netroglyphs) on cliffs and totem
poles.

Besides the spoken word, the Indian child learned to
use smoke signals for communicating over long dis-
tances. They could talk with their arms and hands (sign
language), and make blanket signals and trail mark-
ings. Trail markings or directions were signs made by
special,placement of bent twigs, chip marks or burns
on trees, stone piles, buffalo bones or pictures on
rocks. Objects were often sent to another person or
clan or tribe which totd a story in itself; for example,
snakeskin with seeds told of food, a snakeskin with ar-
rows warned.of danger. Or, an object such as a beaded
belt might contain a longer message.

Tho Indian child learned history from the adults who
told stories of the tribe's history, beliefs, and legends.
Information'on the tribe's origin, history and how the
tribe settled were passed from one generation to the
next in story form. Priests were in charge of keeping
the legends alive. These legends told of the creation,
spirits, life,death, gods, animals and even the meaning
of prominantcrock formations in the history of the peo-
ple. A story was a historyiesson.

Story telling, a main form of teaching, took place in
the evening around a fire;in a dwelling or a ceremonial
chamber. Stories were told whenever there were a few
ears to listen, learn, remember and pass op another
day. However, the best time-for much story telling and
learning was during the severe winter season. At this
time little could be done outside the lodge, away from
its warm fire.

Most story tellers were the old men, brave warriors,
chiefs, medicine men and grandmothers. They
were the elders of the tribe who possessed much expe-
rience and wisdom.,The people looked up to them be-
cause they had learned 'to live in harmony and balance
with the Creator and Mother Earth. Each story teller
was also an expert in what he/she did, whether it be
hunting or sewing. Some belonged to special fraternal
or maternal societies and shared the stories from their
group.

The stories were about brave deeds, the,godp of the
sun, moon and stars and the ways Of nature. While the
stories were sometimes more amusing than serious,
they all had an important moral lesson to impress upon
the student. The stories might have originated long
,ago, but they were told over and over again. In that
way, they would be remembered and not become lost.
The stories had to be well memorized for all the knowl-
edge of the tribe was contained in them.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What do you believe survival meant to the Indians of the 1700's? What does it mean in our society? -

Do you feel your survival depends upon your skills ri actions? If so, which skills are important? Why?
Compare the things the American Indian learned to thor things that you are taught today. How are they similar?

Different?

How did the teachers of the traditional Indians differ from ourleaChers of today? How are they similar?
Are the consequences of a lesson poorly learned today as serious as that for the early American Indian? Why?
Compare and describe the subject areas taught to Indians of the 1700's to the subjects you are taught today. How

are they similar? How are they different?

What were the "tools" or methods used for teaching Indian children What tools and methods are used in your
education?

bo you believe the lessons taught tO the Indian children of the 1700's would be.sufficient education for your
survival today? Explain.

Did Indian education serve its purpose? Does our education serVe its purpose Explain your answer.
What niaterial things were used in Indian education? What materials are used to 6ch you?

27



Dra Wing Your Own Conclusions

Think about the articles you.have just read about tradi-
tional Indian education. Write a brief description about
Indian education. Include your own personal reactions

,

to their system as you see it. Also include what you
think are the advantages of education in a low techno-
logical society.

Activity 7: Lifestyle Past and Present

Imagine that you have to spend a day entertaining a guest, an American Indian teenager from the 1700'5. No doubt
you will find his/her habits very different, and he/she will, in turnf find your ways very strange. To more closely
examine and compare each others' style of living, complete the following chart:

The left column lists a series of daily events.
In the second column fill in what you think might be some activities performed at those tithes bY an early

,American Indian" teenager of your age and sex. (fry to remember what you have learned in the previous
',readings.)
In the-last column fill in your daily activities, using a typical school day as an example.

NOTE: As an example, the first event of the day has 1;cen filled in.

DISCUSSION OF "DIFFERENCES" LI

After you have completed your list of differences and reasons for the diffe ekes, meet in sniall groups of 3494
students.

Compare your list with those of your other group members. As a group, se ect four differences which you think
are most extreme.

If you were entertaining this guest would you find th,tse more extreme differences creating conflict? If a dis-
agreement comes up, how might you solve it?

What does the Indian teenager learn during different times of the day? What do you learn during different times
of the daY?

Each group will present a short summary of their discussion when the entire class meets to hear the group
reports. 't1

A.?
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STUDENT HANDOUT SIX'-
Activity 7: Life Style Past And Present

(Chart A)

Activity . Early American Indian . You

Rising in.the
mornipg

,

..
Get up at suiirise, dress ..
according to weather. Pray on
hill (or sweat lodge). Eat meal
of bread & berry juice. ----- 77

Wake up when alarm
clock rings, shower &
dress, Eat cereal, eggs

' juice & milk.
.

Preparation for
the day ..

.

.

. ,
t

.

Morning
Activities . .

-

,

.

,

.

.

Midday Meal
..

e.

t

, .
.

.

. ..

Afternoon
Activities

.

,

. \ , ,

..

Late Afternoon
Activities

. .

.

1

..

Evening Meal

, .

.

.

.

/
Evening
Activities

0

_

,E$edtime
/ - t

i

i

. .

(DO NOT WRITE IN BOOK. Use copy distributed by your teacher.)
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STUDENT HANDOUT SEVEN

Activity 6: Life Style Past And Present

(Chart B)

Review the lifestyle you just completed. Do you feel yOur Indian guest from the past wouldlind
differences between his life and yours? List possible differences below. For each of these differ-
ences give a reason(s) for this. I.

Differences What is the Reason for this Difference?

.

.

.

.

A
-I

,

_

.

.,

. .

.
.

.

.

..

.

.

.

, .
,

.

,
,

. .
..

.

r

.

. 0 S.

.

o

,

'

.

1

o

,

. ..

..

.

r

.
.

.

.

.. le

(DO NOT WRITE IN 41300K. Use copy distributed by your Wither.)
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Introduction to Dilemma 4: Dawn's Dilemma .

Today, many Indian leaders feel tat one of the most important aspect of Indian education is to
preserve their cultural heritage. s in the past, Indians through word of mouth pass on their
cuStoms, language, ancient ceremonies and tribal history to future generations. If this tradition is
broken, the Indian culture will come to an end.

Thus, Indians are very much opposed to the outside influence of the white man's society on tlie
young -Indian children. They feel that in order to preserve and maintain the culture they must
protect their children from the white man's ways and keep them in thiir tribal communities.

.
Many American Indian children still learn in the same way the skills necessary,for survival that

go back many centuries. In these "schools," which are called-Indian Survival Schools; children
learn according to the philosophysand the ways.of their ancestors. In dian childrenare tau& how'
to make arrows and bows from an expert in the tribe. One,learns how to drum, sifig,hunt,,and

smake clothing from people who are skilled in each of these crafts. This is how their gredt, great
grandparents were taught, anthis is the way modern American Indians attending Survival
Schools are taught.

At a niodern day Indian Survival School, you would not find .a curriculdm*Ictiide and time
schedule to help "teachers" plan what should be taught or when it should be taught. Lessons are
still given as the need arises not according to a set, prepldnned schedule. In fact,gd these
sawols, the classroom might be the woods, the plain, a meeting around a council fire, a cere-
mony, a Ain boat, a teepee or hogan, or any otherbonvenient setting.

It is, howeVer, difficult for the Indian today to escaile.the influences of the modern, outside
world. While they pay try not to use computers, television, film and elkil books, they do come in
'tontact with these items. Also, the plains are nO longer free and open, and the buffald.is no more.
Their source offood and shelter has changed so th'at,What an Indian today must know in order to
live has also undergone change.

Of course, sometimes Indian children raised in traditional or the "old ways" finithe influences
of the modern world too much to ignore. When this happens to someonea culture conflict ocCurs.
Dawn's brother, a young Indian boy, is experiericingsuch a problem.

'or

.1\

0 .

OP or

OP

Tricklng An Important Skill

4

AO.
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-Dilenuini 4 DAWN'S DILEMMA

Gil tias made plans to leave secretly, because he
does not want anyone,to stop him. However, he has
told his sister; Dawn, so that she will not worry about
him When he is settled at college, he will tell his par-
dents. He hopes that they will not be too hurt or disap-
pointed.

Should Dawn tell her parents of Gil's plans? Why or
VAy not?

Sevent .m-year-old Gil White Horse has lived all his
life on a Sioux reservation. His great dream is to attend
college outside the reservation. However, his parents
believe that his place is with his people. They want him
to teach theyounger children Indian culture, traditions
'and crafts. He has many skills, is yell-liked and will be
a great help to the people on the reservation.

DISCUSSION iNESTIONS

In making her decision what should be Dawn's major concern, her brother's desires or her parents' wishes?
- Why?

Is ir wrong for Gil Weave secretly? Why or Why not?
Gil Rusted Dawn when,he told her of his plans. Shouldn't Dawn keep this' trust? Why or why not?

k What is the meaning of trust between brother and sister? Between parlit and child? -A\

SinCe parents are responsible for the welfare of theii- children until they reach adulthood; should they not have a
say in what their children do?

Whyis it imPortant for Gil to stay on the reservation?
HoW'inight Gil change after attending college?

Activity 8: Scenarios on Education
enough to do to-keep them busy? Would they become
bored and lazy?1What are the advantages:of using rd,
bots? Disadvantages?

Wilting a Scenario

A scenario is a short story or a description of a possi-
ble event or action. It is a useful exercise to explore a
new or different idea. Scenarios are commonly used by
planners and managers to help them make decisions.
In writing a scenario, one takes an idea and follows
where that idea might lead. It is like asking the ques-
tion, "What would happen if I did this?" One tries to
think of the many effects of a certain decision and the
kinds of changes that might take place. One type of
change may cause other changes. When one starts
thinking about the changes that might occur, a new
scene unfolds a scenario story.

However, a scenario is more than jnst a list of
changes or effects, because it tries to tie in the different
kinds of chang:s and weave together a complete story.
Many people use scenarios to help them plan for the
future. Using a scenario one can begin to picture new
or different ideas more completely because many ef-
fects are being examined at one time.

For example, if one wanted to establish a space
community one would want to think about all that is ;
required ard plan to meet those needs. The scetfario's;
description might include, the number and types of peo ?
ple living there, the wonc to be done, the kinds of food
and housing, what people would do for recreation, ek-
ercise and so on. One might decide that all the woik
would be done by robots. What then would the humans
do? Would-all the free time be used for such activities
as playing baseball, watching television, paintiag,
composing music, hobbies? Will the people have

Here are some helpful questions to help guide you in
writing your scenario:

What ars the main ideas of the situation?
How %yell does the story hold together? Does one

idea relate to another to build a complete story?

Do yeti have any. suggestions about how the differ-
ent problems might be sdlved?

A4 your arguments well presented? How might
you !hake your ideas more believable? Are they inter-
esting to the reader?

la the reading "Early American Indian Education"
yon found that in the past especially for the Ameri-
can Indian education was quitedifferent than it-is
ioday. As with many things, it is hard to imagine all the
ways people can be taught or all the ways that "school-

, ing" can occur. Also, our lives, our needs, and even
; our entire society changes as a result of eduction. Of

course, education also changes as a result of social
changes. .

The following is a list of scenario themes, Select one
to develop into a two-An- three-page scenario. Some
themes deal with the past; others, theInture. Put your:.
self back in. time and try to imagine what it was like
then. Or, thrust yourself into the future and try to
imagine what could be. Your scenario should be a com-
plete story. You can invent characters and describe
how they might act in that situation.



Scenario Themes

1. 19 the past, formal education as we now know it did
not exist. In fact, this is still hue iri many places today.
For example, in some countries children are taught by
wise, old people.-It was felt that these old people had,
after living for many years, acquired much useful
knowledge and valuable experiences. This knowledge
and experience could be "passed on" t the young
people. ,

Imagine that all the children living within a one-mile
area Of your house make up a "gchool district." Imag-
ine also that within this area an elderly, retired senior
citizen has been appointed to be the teacher for the
district. This.person will teach all the children. In writ-
ing your scenario, consider such things as: 1) What
would be taught? What migkt be emphasized? 2) How
effective dr useful would this type of education be? 3)
What might be some of"the good -or strong ikints of
such Sri education? Weak points? 4) How might your
education compare, with another Student your age liv-
ing in similar "school district" ten miles away? 5)
How old might ,you be before you feel that you have
learned everything from this person? "

00
Serving An Apprenticeship

2. In Colonial times in America many young boys
were educated in what could be called. an apprentice
program. For example, if a child wanted to be a tailor,
a shoemaker, a gunsmith, or'a baker, he would, at a
very young age, begin working for an expert tailor or
gunsmith to "learn the trade." To start, the child miglit

4., just do clean up work aroimd the shop. As time moved
`V on, the "apprentice" would do more and more skilled

work. After many years (10 to 15 years) of this kind 'of
training, one would become a skilled crAftsman. This
person could begin tcrtrain other apprentices. Some
skilled jobs to some degree still use an apprentice type
of program to train new people (e.g., barbers, carpen-
ters, electricians, etc.).
Girls, for the most part, were trained in the home.
Young girls learned all they "needed to know" from
their mothers. What types of things did the girls learn?

Write a scenario describing what your education might
be like today if you were educated as children during
Colonial days. If you are a boy, write this scenario---'

from the viewpoint of an education for boys.if you are
a girl, write the -scenario from tile viewpoint of a girl.
In writing .your scenario consider each of the follow-
ing: 1) What would be ;aught? What might be empha-
sized? 2) Will you learn all that you need to know? 3)
What might be some of the good or strong points of
such an education? Weak points? 'Would this type of
education allay you many career or 'professional
choices, particularly for girls?

Indian Child and Teacher

3. Imagine it is the year 2500 (about 500 years from
now). Yon are living in a space colony orbiting the
planet Mars. About 2000 people inhabit this colony.

You probably have seen many science fiction and
space exploration films on television or in movie the-
atres. For example, Star Wars and Close Enconters
of a Third Kind were huge box office hits. An award-
winning and extremely popular television show, Star
Trek, has been on televisidn regularly for many years.
These films as well as others, together with books and
magazines, provide many ideas as,to what life might be
like in the year 2500. You are obviously familiar with
some of these. (If not, find wscierice fictioribook about
life in space or in the future.)

Let,your mind wander no idea is too far-fetched. Put
yourself into the future andjmagine yourleducation in
a space colony in the year2500.'Describe what your
education might be like. In writing your scenario cod-
sider each of the following: 1) What would be taught?
What might 'be emphasized? 2) How might education
be different? 3) What might be some of the good or
strong points of such an education? Weak points? 4)
What new skill might you need? 5) What new inven-
tions might help you learn faster?

42.
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4. In some countries many years ago, it was felt that
the learned person wah one who had studied .the works,
of the great writers, thinkers and historians. This was
the only knowledie that was important. For example,
if yori were educated by this approach, you might
spend several years reading, perhaps, the great works
written by the early Greek'and Roman philosophers.
You might, spend a good deal of time reading all the
works of Aakespeare. You might be required to learn
Greek and Latin so that you can read the great works-
in their original language. (Today we still require peo-
ple to read one or two foreign languageg in order to
receive higher degrees in most subject areas.)
Imagine that you are educated today by "the great
classics" approach. Describe in scenario form what
your education is and how you feel about it. Pay par-
ticular attention to the following questions: 1) Who will
be your teachers? 2) How effective or useful would
this typeof education be? 3) What might be some of
the good or strong points of this type of education?
Weak points? 4) Describe a job that interests you and
show how you will use what you learn from you "clas-
sics" education.

5. You have read and learned quite a bit about how
young young American Ihdian people were educated
during the-1700's and I800's. You have participated in

c.

several activitierdesigned-to help you understand
early American Indian education. Use all you have
learned To develop a scenario describing education to-
day using the approach'used by the American Indiari in
the 1700's and 1800's. 1) What type of,thing will you .

learn? What might be emphasized? 2) How effective or
useful would this type of education be? 3) What might
be some of the good or strong points of such an educa-
tion? Weak points?

6. At one time, only the rich could afford to have
their childrekeducated. This was very expensivebe-
cause one had to hire a tutor who 'Might live ill- the
home of his/her student. The tutor would be paid and
also have all meals provided for. On the other hand, ',
those who werepooroor had a moderate indonne could:
not afford either the money or the, time forecluoatiOn.
Children had to help on the farm or work to hel0'04,-
port the family. Assume that -you are one of the more
fortunate people who could afford the services ofapri;- p
vate tutor. Write a scenario describing this tYpe of écln-
cation. In writing your scenario, pay paiticular atten-
tion to the following kinds of issues: I) Whattype
subjects might be included? What might be alpha-,
sized? 2) How, effective or useful would.thii type of
education be? 3) What might be some of the good or
strong points of such an education? Weak points?



Introduction to Dilemma 5: Dropping Out

In the United States ive have mandatory school attendance laws which require children to attend
school from ages 6 to l6. The law was established for many reasons. They were written to protect
the healtfi and welfare of children. One reason was to stop the use of children in factories. These
laws aiid child labor laws gave children a chance to become educated and not be forced into an
unwanted job for the rest of their lives. In the early history ofour country many young children, as
young as 8 or 9, worked in hard factory jobs with little hope of ever bettering themselves. These
laws have had many good effects on our society. .

There are many critics, however, it ho argue that mandatory attendance in school is not good.
They say many students who do not want to be in school make it difficult for the students who do
want to be theie. They feel the educational system would improve ifthe students who had no
desire to learn could leave. They also feel the educational system does not provide the type of
courses needed for all not all schools have vocational training programs.

There are many differing opinions on this law; nevertheless, it is still a law. The following
dilentma,.Louis' Dilemma, deals with this compulsory education law.

<

Dilemma 5 DROPPING OUT

Louis is a fourteen-year-old student and 's doing very
poorly in his academic subjects. His sch ol does not
offer a vocational training program. He has little inter-
est in any of his school classes. He has a pa -time job
working as a mechanic in a local gas station He has
become well-known as an excellent mechanic. n fact,
his employer wants him to be his apprentice. Ho ever,
he must work on a full-time liasis. Louis wants t be a
full-time mechanic an4 pleads with his\ parents tö let
him leave school. His parents realize this is illegal, but
they also feel that this might be best for their son. The
school does not offer the type of courses he wants.
Should Louis' parents allow him to drop out of school?
Why or why not?

V.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Louis' parents would be breaking the law if they kept him out of school. Should they break the law and go along

with their son's wishes? Why?
Why should people be required to go to schml utftil the age of 16? ,

Should the governmept have the right to make iducation compulsory? What might happen if there were no

compulsory education laws and no.public schools?

What should a ''good" education meadfor a person in today's world? Why?

If Louis can earn a good living as an auto mechanic, shouldn't that be his most important concern? Why or why-

not?
Should Louis have the right to decide what he thinks is best for him? Why or why not?

Whatrcan Louis learn in school that he might not learn being an apprentice. How might his future life he affected,

if he did not know these things?
Should parents have the right 3 decide on the type of education best suiied for their children even if it means not

attending school? Why or why not?
Should there be other N(mys to obtain an education? Why or why not?

In what ways can schools be changed to meet Louis' needs? Should they change? Why or why not?

Activiti 9: Designing a Perfect Scliooi

If you were ,to design a "perfect school" what would it

be like?
The following exercise will give you an opportunity'.

to incorporate your readings and discussions about In-
dian and American education. Include Mat you like
and dislike about school. What changes would you like

to see?
Form several groups of 3 to 5 people. In your small

group discuss the following questions. Elect a person
to record the group's opinions on each of the ques-,
tions.

How will you educate your students when they
have so many different interests?
What skills are important for living in today's
highly technological society? Would a person
educateck in the 1700's be _able to survive ade-
quately today? How would such a person have
to be re-trained (What new things would one
have to know?)
Who decides what should be taught? What do
yowthink ought too, be taught? Why?

What should the school building be like?
What should schools try to do for people?

How can you find out if your new school is suc-
cessful or not?
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What rules should be set up for the school?
Who should make these rules? How should
they be enforced?

How do you pay for the schools? (Pments?
Taxpayers? Students? Private compahies?
Other?)
Society is constantly changing. How can ou
make sure that your school will ,y.eep up with

changes?
What' kind of schedule shOuld be used in this
"ideal" school?
What new inventions would affect y6urschool? \,

Would all learning take place in the "regular"
classroom? Where else might students-learn?-0---

Each group will present its views to the entire -

class.
Class members will select the best ideas pre-

sented.
Put them together to form a single class descrip-

tion of the "perfect school."
Describe some of the different elements of this

"perfect school" in a brief summary. Include any draw-
ing or illustrations which might help to depict your '
ideas.
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SECTION III:
Land.And.Technology

Reading 5

Introduction

Our planet Earth came into existence over four to five
billion years ago. Since then, it has witnessed many
natural changes on its surface. It has been fakther
changed as our technology has progressed and devel-
oped.

WO each phase Of human history, people have ti-
lized more and more of Earth's resources. Think rift e
jjf the-Ameriearr lndiaWhen -Columbus arrive
compared to our existence today. The changes created
by our tools has in some cases permanently changed
the surface of the earth. In fact, within a few days one
can change the land which took millions even bil-
lions of years to forM by building dams, detouring
rivers and mining. Using huge modern machines, we
eve n,have bee4 able to move mountains.

We will examine several methods used to reMove re-
sources from the earth for energy and raw materials..
We will also consider the construction of dams. These,
methods used to obtain.energy and raw materials have
changed the surface of the earth. It may or may not be
possible to reverse the change. If the change cannot be
reversed, can we be sure that the changes we create
will be beneficial'?

Lifestyles have cha nged because of high technology
and science. Much of what we have today was un-
known to Indians hundreds of years ago. It is said that
the Indian lived as one with nature; many, today, feel
that we have mastered nature.

Make a list of the ways you benefit from technol-
ogy in your daily life.

Which ones do you feel are needed for.survival?

//

Which ones do you feel are a fringe benefit or a
luxury not really needed? .

Are there alternative ways for obtaining the same
benefits by using less technology?

Compare your list with that of another classmate.
What are the differences? Similarities?

Write a paragraph describing a day in your life if
you had to give up one modern convenience.

hnology and Land Changes

St :p Mining

In tnany parts of our country, extracting natural re-
sou ces are major activities. Many involve removing
non renewable resources. For example, strip mining
for coal now takes place in the West as well as in the
East. More and more coal is mined this way to save
ti e and money. Machines cut deep, longtrenches in
th earth to reach coal. This avoid's tWneed to bore
lo g, deep underground tunnels toreach the coal. Cur:
re tly about 44% of all U.S. coal comes from strip min-
i g.
t In addition, mining projects include the construction

//of mills, conveyor towers and exhaust stacks. Some-
/ times streams and rivers Must be diverted in order to,
extract coal. As much as a million gallons of water may

/ be required per day for shipping the coal to the power
plants.

Machines, large electric shovels-and draglines are
used to mine the surface of the earth. Some of these
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machines are capable of digging 400,000 pounds of
earth in one bite. Some can unload their deposits 325
feet away from where they are dug. These deposits
reach as high as 120 feet from the ground. Where there
once was level ground, there now appears a new hill.
And not far away, where the ground was level, thereis

now a giant, open, bare pit. Thus, modern coal mining
practices drastically alter the contour of the earth.

Strip mining provides large quantities of high eneigy
coal to other parts of the country at the cost of local
water pollution and land destruction. A Kentuckian,
Flury Caudill, describes a strip-mined site: "All that is
left of wha,t wis once a tree-covered, living ridge is a
vast mesa where nothing moveS except the clouds of
dust on dry, windy days, or the slicing autumn rains
that cgve new creekbeds across its dead surface. . .

Enormous gullies are cut into the slopes and sheets of
soil are carried away from more nearly level surface.
Streams that had: run clear for thousands of years are
now mud. . . too thin to plow and too thick to drink."*

Water draining from the mined areas pollute streams
with a mixture of acid and minerals, potent enough to
killfish, poison wells, and even corrode concrete.

In the past, numerous strip mining operators have
failed to restore mined lands to a satisfactory condi-
tion. Some 470,000 acres of land, or two-thirds the land
strip mined in the U.S., have never been reclaimed.
These lands are called "orphaned lands." Plants do not
grow because the fertile topsoil has been overturned
and covered with rocks, boulders;and loose coal. As a
result of mining, large areas of ugly wastelands are
created.

Reclamation of strip mined land has met with mixed
results. The most popular reclamation method is sim-
ply to level the top of the mined area or pit, but this
does not restore it to its original contour. In flat areas,
some efforts have been successful, tint they seldom
Work in mountainous areas. One of the largest pro-
ducers of coal is the Navajo strip mine for the Four
Corners Energy Plant. Some,22,000 tons of coal are
stripped daily from the land. Unfortunately, reclama-
tion efforts in this area so far have been failures.

Pipelines

An important method of shipping, which we do not
usually think about, is pipelines. Networks of pipelines
crisscross the country, transporting natural gas, petro-
leum and coal. One might think of pipelines as our ma-
jor energy arteries.

Natural gas has become an important fuel for cook-
ing and heating in many parts of the country. The reas-
on is because it can be cheaply and easily carried by
pipelines. Once wasted at the oil fields (natural gas is
found with oil deposits), gas is now widely used as a
result of the system for bringing it from theses fields to
distant cities.

Even with the advent of super tankers, pipelines
continue to be a vital link in oil's journey from the
wells to the refinery. The newest oil piPeline runs
across 800 Miles of Alaskan wilderness. It ends at the
port of Valdei where the oil is then loaded onto tankers
and shipped to West Coast refineries.

The Alaskan pipeline stirred much heated debdte.
People opposing the pipeline saw it as a threat to
America's last frontier. Building the pipeline acrosi
Alaska means tharlarge numbers of workers arid mas-'.
sive equipment and materials must be movedover the
land. Disturbing vegetation 'and soil on the tundra can.
cause permanent scars:Tractor scars made thirty years
ago still remain clearly visible. It is said that a footprint
made on Arctic land can last-one hundred years un-
changed. Running back and forth upon one route
causes the vegetation to compact. This packink of
plants results in loss of food for animals. On this sensi-
tive land vegetation, birds and other forms oflife exist
in a delidate balance.

Large quantities of gravel are needed for founaa-
tions orbuildings, road and air strips, Removal of
gravel from stream beds, shorelines, and ridges con-
tribute to erosion and silting. Huge pits will be left
where the gravel was extracted. The pipeline's path
also erodes, causing severe silting of streams.

Pipelines also offer a convenient method for trans-
porting coal. Coal from the mine is crushed and'mixed
with water (to formoa "slurry"), and is then pumped to
electric power plants. With the shortage of railroads,
coal "slurry" pipelines can help to solve the problem
of carrying coal. However, vast amounts of water are
required. Thl large pumps can draw over 1,500 galloni
of water each minute. This poses a problem in arid
areas. If the water is dracvn from wells it can lower the
water table. In these areas natural vegetation is lost if
the water table is lowered appreciably.

Pipeline acidents are also a major concern. Several
mishaps have already occured with the Alaskan pipe-
line. Pipeline leaka have spilled thousandsof barrels of
oil over the land. One pumping station has been des-
troyed by an explosion and fire.

Dams

Dams are built to serve many purpoSes. Their hy-
droelectric plants generate needed electricity. Water is
held back to prevent flooding as well as to provide for
times of water scarcity. Many areas without sufficient
rainfall haVe been transformed into lush gardens be-
cause of the irrigation waters from the dams. Lakes
created by dams provide new recreational fatilities.

However, many land changes result from dam cok,
struction. Often a system of dikes is built all rilontabef,
river to direct the flow of water. But in doing so,,these
dikes prevent the natural seepage of water onto the
surrounding areas. Also, himdreds or thousands of

*David Sheridan. "A second Coal Age promises to slow our dependence on imPorted oil,"Smithsonian, 8, Ausust

1977, p. 31.
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acres are set asidefor use as a conservation pool. This
land may be under water half the time. In many cases,
these lands were once very fertile farm lands. In other
cases, these lands are naturals wilderness and homes
for many animals and plants.

Man-made structures are not without fault. In recent
years, as many of our *dams have grown older and not
propeto maintained,,we find an increasing number

"giving -way," destroying prorerty as well as taking
'lives. We may.yionder whether those previous lieneflts
are worth the later consequences. - -

Therefore, as we apply our te.chnology to serve
some of our needs, we should also recognize some of
the Rossible problems that can arise. Advantages must
be weighed against disadvantages when we make our
choices:

6

Activity 10: Can You Get by With Less?

The preceding reading describes briefly a few of the
consequences that result from our modern way of life.
Our modern life depends on an abundance of natural
resources. We have been able to obtain these resources
in large quantities with new and powerful tools. Yet, in
doing so, we have drastically changed the enviton-

,ment. Some of the changes include huge ugly scars on
the land or destruction of the-habitat of plants and ani-
mals. In fact, our way of life has been responsible for
the disappearance of many species of animals.

It may be Possible to reduce some of the damaging
effects by changing a few of our activities.

On Worksheet 8 to be distributed by your teacher, do
the following:

Select one of the topicsStrip Mining, Pipelines
or Dams.

Make a list of your activities or things you use
that depend upon that resource. For exaihple: pipe-
lines bring us natural gas and petroleum. We use natu-
ral gas to heat hot water. Gasoline to run our trucks

and cars comes from petroleum. Plastics, nylon and
dyes are petroleum products.

If you had to give up, softie of those items, which
ones would you select? Select three of those itemsand
circle them.

In the column titled "Substitution" explain what
you would do or use in its place. Try to think of a re-
placement that does not depend on modern high tech-
nology or a nonrenewable resource. (A nonrenewable
resource is one which when used is not readily pro-
duced again. Wood, for example, is a renewable re-
source, whereas petroleum is a nonrenewable re-
source.)

On the bottom of the_worksheetrbriefly explain
how- yourlifatkle might change when you changed
those activities or used a different product. Will your
life become more convenient? Less convenient? How
might the change affect the environment in which you
live?

Activity 11: Pipelines, People and Wildlife A Case Study

Continental Gas Company has submitted a proposal to the government to construct a series of
gas pipelines from the tundra of Alaska through Canada to several metropolitan areas in the U.S.
Some people feel that such a project would be extremely harmful to the wildlife and natural vege-
tation of the area. Otheis feel that our needs for additional supplies of gas have reached a crisis
level. They feel that such a project is justified.

What do you think?

Read the following article, The Tundra and Its Inhabitants, for some background information about the situa-
tion.

t.
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THE TUNDRA AND ITS INHABITANTS

Largely because of dryness and cold, the interior of
Alaska has fewer dense woods and more open spaces
than southern and southeastern Alaska. The stands of
skinny trees are often scattered and broken, reaching
no higher than the moose or a man. The unforested
tundra areas (land without trees) are covered-by li-
chen, mqss, grass, small flower plants and shrubs.

The tundra is alive and green for a short time, about
two months ever'y year, after having been frozen solid
for nine or more months.

Ground-hugging lichen, moss and plants spread like
a carpet over the tundra making insect and animal life
possible. This living carpet insulates the tundra from
direct sunlight and prevents drying so that the perma-
frost that lies less than two feet below the surface does
not melt. If the Surface dried and cracked, life that de-
pends upon a healthy tundra would be driven away.

The struggle for survival during this short growing
season is a phenomenon. Here on the wide open tun-
dra one can easily observe the links in the chain of life.
The first link is the sun which gives light and energy.
The second link is the vegetation that draws upon the
sun's energy and coriverts it through photosynthesis
into energy of its own. The third link consists of those
creatures that feed upon the plants. The fourth link
consists of the creatures that consume the plant eaters.

Since the northern sun shines strongly only part of
the year, this transfer of the sun's energy reflects a sim-
ple equation thelewer days of sunshine there are,
the fewer plants there can be; the fewer plants that
grow, the fewer the qnimals there will be; the fewer the
animals, the less food to feed people. The simplicity of
this food chains makes it extremely sensitive. Any
break in the chain can do great or irreparable damage
to the whole system. This is why the tundra is referred,
td as a "fragile realm".

On this "fragile" land have lived people for over ten
thousand years. They have learned to brave the haish
cold and to skillfully hunt and fish for food. Yet, their
presence has left the land little changed. A harmony
and balance exist between the people and the land that
provides for them.
Life of the Eskimo, even today, depends on living off
the land and sea. Food from the sea includes whales,
seals, salmon and walrus. The land offers meat from
Caribou, moose, reindeer, ducks and geese. And, dur-
ing the summer months, berries and greens are
gathered. Through the centuries, the Eskimo has de-
veloped a highly specialized knowledge of the land and
its creatures. For them it is jmportant to know the
caribou's habits, the texture of the snow, and insect
populations. Without this knowledge, they would not
be able to follow the caribou or bird migration. Food

for the long, cold winters (temperatures fall 30 or 40
degrees-helow zero) depends on successful hunts.

The human body burns up much energy in the cold
weather. Hence large amounts of meat and oil are es,
sential to the diet. Seal or whale oil is an especially
important part of the winter meal. One Must, there-
fore, become very skillful in stalking, killing and recov-
ery of the animals. Also, skills are required in.pre-_
paring and utilizing all parts of the animals. When_the
weather prevents hunting activities, there must be
enough in the food stores.

Similar to the) American Indfan, the Eskimo society
is a close kinship or clan and family oriented society.
Everyone works and supports one another. For the
whale or caribou hunt,,everyone in the village joinsim--
the preparation. When the hunters return, the meat isk
divided among all the 'villagers. Distribution of meat
and fish are also part of ceremonies at major feasts dur-
rng the year. These ceremonies of sharing symbolize,
the communal nature of the village. No one hunts
alone or keeps the products of the hunt for oneSelf.

Today's Eskimo has adopted some products of mod-
ern technology. Motor boats, snowmobiles and, guns
have replaced the traditionat seal boats, dog sleds and
harpoons. Some clothing and food.are "store bought."
For the most part, Eskimo culture continues to be
"subsistence" culture. Most of what the people need
comes from hunting and gathering. They can get by
with very little money. .

-
The more important aspect of the hunt is that it

forms the basic part of-the Eskimo culture and its cus-
toms. Their festivals and feastS are celebrations Of the
hunt. Their art and crafts depiet the animals they hunt.
The unique skills and knowledge that they have gained
through the ages are designed for hunting. For exam-
ple, Eskimos have a more acute sense ordirection than
most other people. They think nothing abour setting
off on a lzundred mile trip in the dark of 'winter across
the rugged, roadless terrain.

Disturbance in plant and animal populations can se-
riousty affect the Eskimo lifestyle. Aithout sufficient
wildlife, they cannot sustain their traditional ways and
their rich heritage will become lost.

New construCtions and development in Alaska can
pose a threat to a hunting subsistence culture. A proj-
ect such as a pipeline will require thousands of
workers. New towns will spring up. Roads will be
built. Giant pieces of machinery will be brought in. ,

More airports will be constructed. These activities can
disturb the nesting grounds of birds, food source of the
caribou. If the animals decline in numbers, the Eskimo
can no longer continue to live in their traditional style.

50
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Read each of the following points of view 'care-
fully. Select the viewpoint that-you find most appeal-
ing. Using the information presented in the readings as
well as other additional information, prepare an "argu-
ment" supporting the point of view you agree with

,most.

Meet with other members of the class who have
selected the same viewpoint-. In small groups (j to 5
members each) develop a group presentation. The
questions that follow should help you to develop your
argument.

Each member of the group will present different
aspects of the argument to the class. The presentation
should be about l0 minutes in length.

The class will meet to hear the presentations. Af-
ter all the presentations are given, the class will select
the most convincing argument.

Viewpoint 1: (Neil Spooner, Spokesperson for the
Committee for Environmental
Presermation)

\ "The pipeline will go across the national wildlife ref-
\ uge. Since the pipeline must be built above the ground,

die migration path of the caribou will be blocked. If
\their poth to food is blocked, these herds will be en-

dangered. This project will also disturb the breeding
grounds of many birds. It has.been estimated, for ex-
amPIe, that the lives of I 10 species of birds,will be dis-
rupted. Once a species of plant or animal is completely
destroyed, it can never be brought back again. It is

gone forever.

"The tundra is such a fragile and sensitive area. Any
disruption --,tto matter how small will result in perma-
nent damage,. . . scars that can never be repaired.
Also, this is Otte of the few natural wilderness areas
still available for people to see. It must be preserved as
it now exists."

Questions

Why should the preservation of natural lands and
wildlife be of any importance to people?

Should people risk the permanent loss of a rare spe-

cies of animal to obtain a peeded energy resource?
Why or why not?

Should people risk the permanent loss ofa rare spe-
cies of plant to obtain a needed energy resource? Why

er why not? /

Should' nature be considered a's existing only for
people's benefit? Why or why not?

Do animals have the same rights ag\people to natu-
ral resources? Why or why not?

iewpoint 2: (Jason Spats, Spokesperson for the
Committee for Energy Exploration)

"Ame;ica needs fuel that 'is clean burning and inexpen-
sivs. The gas fields in the northern artic can provide
such a resource. We Can no longer be controlled by
foreign oil and gas producers who, at their slightest
whims, can raise fuel prices to any level. Whenever
resources becoMe scarce, who will suffer from the un-

fair Inii.den? The rich can afford to phy any price for
heat. How, on the other hand, can those who can'
barely afford to put food on the' table expect to bear
the increased burden of higher heat bills? Besides, we
must get the gas-that.existsin the Arctic Tundra if we .
want to maintain our country's growth andprosperity.'"

Questions

How can we best insure that our country has a con- /
tinuous source of energy?

Should our.country make eveq effort to clevelop its
own resources even though it 'may' have: undesirable
effects on the environment?

Is it fair for people to be eharged,higherprices:for
resources when they become scarce?'

Wh'y shduld our nation make every effort/to become
less dependent on foreign energy resources?

During times of energy shortages', how should the
limited supplies of natural gas be allocated?

Viewpoint 3: (Beverly Hatch, Eskimo and resident in
the Arctic Tindra region) '

"Our ahcestors lived here for many, many centuries.
Our surroundings may, in your view, be hostile, cold,
and useful only for the resources it contains. To Me
and my people, however, it is our home. These are our'
hunting grounds and contain our life-support sources.
What will become of us ifyou come into our homeland
and. begin ta dig it up and scar it forevertjvhy must
you ruin what we have so that you can contitiog to iive
in modern comforts?"

Questions

Should people who have scarce resources share
them with others who also need them? Why or Why
not?

Why should it be important for people to try to pre-
serve their way of life?

Is it right for people living in our area to ask others
to make sacrifices so that they can enjoy the comfortf
to which they have become accustomed?

If installing the pipeline and extracting the naturall
gas from the Artie ihndra has an undesirable effecronl
the lives of the Eskimos, who should be held responsi-.
ble for their welfare? Why? 6

Should the Eskimo4 consider giving their "old"
way of life and adopt the ways of the moderwworld?
Why Or why not?



-
Activity 12: Coal, People, and Land A Case Study

As the U.S. oil resources are quickly dwindling, coal has become again an important resoace for
generating electricity. Vast deposia of coal lie under the land in the southwestern United States
and can be easily mined 4aing modern strip mining methods. Much of this coal is foundpn Indian
reservation lands. Recently an Indian tribe in Arizona has been approached by a mining company
wanting to tease part of the land for its mining opratings. Although leasing this valuable land will
provide much needed income, many elders in the tribe fear that permitting coal mining will drasti-
cally change their sacred land as well as change their traditionarway of life.

'

Do you think that the Indians should lease their land?
Read the following article which briefly summarizes some current concerns regarding coal.

I J

THE COAL FIELDS AND THEIR INHABITANTS

"Thefirst coal age began in wood-poor England and Scotland in the latter half of the 18th century
and spread from there to the Continent and the United States, providing the fuel for the Industrial
Revolution. By 1910, it was supplying 80 percent of our energy. That same year oil and gas sur-
passed wood as a fuel, and coal began to decline. Unable to complete; bulky, dirty coal petered
out by midcentuty, providing only 18 percent of our energy.

"Now we are embarking on a second coal age, one that will surpass anything seen in the first in
terms of ton.s produced. President Carter wants to double output by 1985, to well over a billion
tons a year. Coal cannot solve our energy problems, despite the "Dig We Must" newspaper ads,
but it certainly can help.

". . . Despite the terrible costs of digging and burning coal, it does possess one redeeming
characteristic -there is a lot of it. That is veifimportant at a time when A mericans are consuming
natural gas-and oilfaster than they can find and produce it, and when teclinical a.t well as social
problems contihue to plague nuclear power. Beneath the wooded hills and hollows ofAppalachia,
the corn and hayfields in the Midwest, the rolling grasslands of the Northern Great Plains at:tithe
arid plateaus and dry creeks of the Southwest lie vast beds of coal. This is an energy resource far
richer than the much-heralded oil fields of Alaska or the North Sea. It is more extensive than the
huge Persian Gulf oil deposits.Even if the United States were seriouslyto conserve energy -that
is, substantially reduce its energy waste - increased cdal production would be necessary. Coal
represents 90 percent of the nation's remaining fossil fuel reserves."

'This excerpted selecifon is reprinted from "A second Coal Age promises to slowour dependence on imported oil."
by David Sheridan, Smi:hsonian, M. 8, No. 5, August 1977. Copyright 1977 Smithspnian Institution.
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Hagecoal deposits are located in the iilaa Mesa of
Arizokia a joint Navajo and Hopi areea. The Old
Navajo believe that the Black Mesa is the \body of the
Earth Mother. The power shoVels would/inflict cruel
damage to it. The Hopi, who believ(they are her

-guardian,have shrines here. According to Hopi elders,
"This land was granted to the Hopi by a power far
greater than man can explain. Title is vested hi Ale
whole make-up of Hopi life. The-rind is sacred and if
the land is abused, the sacredness of Hopi life will dis-
appeaftland all other life as well."

Old Arabi, a village on the mesa, is the oldest inhabi-

,- ted village in the U.S. As far back as the_ 1100's, the
natives have,lived here, farming, fishing and hunting.
Water that is dravn from wells to transport the coal
can threaten their farms. (Water is not abundant here.)
Although the Indians will receive money for the coal,
the yillage elders are oliPosed to coal mining. They be-
lieve that while money comes quickly, it is quickly
spent and gone. Land, on the other hand, remains for-
ever. But if the land is torn and water taken out, the
people will no longer be able to depend on farming for
their livelihood.

However, to the Jess traditional Indians, the prom-
lises of money and jobs is highly attractive.

Viewpoints and Questions

Read each of the folloWing points of view carefully.
Select the view'point that you find least appealing. Us-
ing the information presented in the readings as well as
other additional information, prepare an "argument"
supporting the point of viewyou disagree with most.

Meet with other 'members. of the class who have
selected ihe same viewpoint. In small groups ( to 5

'members each) develop>a, group presentation. The
questions that follow should help you to develop your
argument.

Each member of the group will present different as-
pects of the argument to the class. The presentation
should be a6otit 10 minutes in length.

The class will meet tO hear the presentations. After
all the presentations are given, the class will select the
most convincing argument.

Viewpoint 1: (Frank talliert,,President of Argyle
Mining Co.)

-
"American sOciety today runs on electricity. If we are
to continue to live the way we do, we must have suffi-
cient electricity. There is no getting around it. The

' great reserves oficoal in ourwestern states willbe able
to supplY fuel energy for hundreds of years.

"We will not be taking lands away:from anyone. All
we want is to mine the coal underground. It is no good
to anyone just sitting thb.e. Besides, our'company will
be paying the Indians a good sum of money for the
right to the coal. Our mining operations will also be
good for the ecOnomy of the area. We will be hiring
workers and jobs will be given to many ofthe Indians.
who are now unemployed. The employees will be
spending money on hdusing, food and clothing. Think
of what this will mean to your area."
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Questions:

Should our need tor electricity be the most impor-
tant reason for strip mining the Indian lands? Why?

Should the Indians be asked to share their boal with
the rest of the country? Why?

Hew should we determine the amount& money to
be paid.to the Indians for permission to mine the coal?

Which is more important, morejobs or preserving
the environment? Why?

. Since the President has- reconynended using more
coal rather than other sources of energy, do we haVea_
choice other.than mining coal wherever we can find it?
Why?

Viewpoint 2: (llibal Leader Louis Naha)
..

"I have many strong feelings about mining' our tribal
lands. Strip mining will leave permanent scars on our
Mother Earth. Man .nd Earth areall one. To do dam-
ag to Earth is to do a
ing areas will no longer vide food for our cattle. We

ge part of ourselves. Our grqz-

may not become rich raising our few cows, but-this is
our way of survival our way of life. What will we do
if we can no longer raise cattle?

"You want ,our young men to operate your tgachbies
but what kind of work is that? You want them to de-
stroy the land that proVides them with life, food, wilier,
ahd beauty. Mining and your kind of work will only
bring more people to our area to help destroy our-lands
even faster and destroy our way of life fasten"

Questions:

Which is more important, preserving one's culture,
religion, and way of life or opportunities to make thore
money and perhaps obtain modern convenOnces?
Why? -

Are the Indians being selfikh in not wanting ti)

share the coal? Why'or why not?

o

V.

Are. we being greedy and/or selfish in asking the
Indiana to give up their resourOes for us? Why?

Of what value is land if it-is Rot usedlo help make
our lives better andlriore convenient?

Shouldn't the payment of moriey in exchange for
the use of their lands and resources really be enough
for the Indians? Why or why not?

Viewpoint 3: (Congressman Jesse \Whams)

"As Congiessman for this district, I must.look outfor
the interest of all people Eying here. Some people think
that the Indians need hospitals, schools, andjobs. The
Indians may or may not agree with this. They say, for.
example, that their ancestors did quite well withOut the
white man's ways so why should they change now? Yet,

I look around and see the Indians today in this aieci
with barely enough to eat, inadequate housing, cloth-
ing and schools. 1

"On the other hand this area is rich in coal which is
badly needed across our bduntry so that we can have
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needed electricity. But where will it all end? The more
electricity that we have the more we whnt. Yet, I know
that the need for the goal is in the 'national interest.'
Without siaicient energy even our national security

-may be threatened. Despitelhe Indian problem, how-
ever, I can't deny the needs of our nation. I mast find a
way to bring the Indians to understand-why \we. must

have de coal."
\,

Questions:
\

_Should the progress Of our natiOn be held backhe-
cause tliere is not enough electricity? Why or why not?

Instructions:

. Mining the Indian land will affect Indian, life styles
in many ways. (a) Think about this and fist several
ways that Indian life styles might be affected. (b) Is it
right to influence the 9dians to adopt modern ways?

Shouldn't the IndanS -want to,see theirViliages im-
proved, e.g., new roads, electric power lines, modern'
buildings, etc. -

In this day of industry and ,teehnology is it possible
for people tO ignore modernization and live as people
did hundreds of yeari ago?

Are the right's of the Indians threatened since they,.
are but a sniall number among the total population?
How should their rights be beit protected?

Activity 13:-Changing limes

,

In this activity you will look at some of the changes that have takenylace in the family, education and land since
0
the 1700's. Select one of the topics family, education or technology and complete the chart for that topic.

Your teacher will distribute to you the chart of your choice.
t 1

bn each toPic chart are a series of items to be considered. For each item indicate in the prOPer space how this
took place during each of the afferent time periods. For example:

.
Family

Time of
American Indinn

Time of
Grandparents

You
.

(Now) Future ,

.

Leisure Time Story Telling

.
Readingqi.s.

tening to radio
Witching

TV
Computer ,

Games ,
-

...._..__........v______,_...-",...___z_..-___.--,N____w.
- r .

4. For information about what occurred during your grand;grents' time, ititerview them or someone of a simiiar . 4
age. For the future time you will simply have to rely on your imagination and think about some of the new inveu- .

.- tions that may change the way we do things now. ..

. . I.

,sot,

11

After you have filled out the chart compare what happened from one time period to the nekt. That is, what do
you think were major differences in the types of activities? Was a new technology or invntion responsible for this
change? If so, what was.this technology or iuvention?Answer this in the column under "Technological Event" (the
shaded columns). For example, radio entertainment during your grandparents' time was made possible because of
discoveriet and technologies such as: electricity, radio waves, vacuum tubest assembly lines; etc. t.

Meet with otlier class members who,completed the same chart. compare and discuss Yourresults. Prepafe
summary of your findings for presentatiot to the entire-class..

.
,

e
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\ Changing Times: FAMILY
STUDENT HANDOUT NINE

.

Aspects of
the Family

Early Amer.
Indian Time

Technological
Events

Grandparents
Time

Technological
Events

7

You
(Now)

lechnolOgical
Events

Future
(your predic-
.. tionsfor the

year 2050) ,

Family
Members in
Household

.

,a .

,

,

,

. ..

. , ,

-, ,,,

,-

.

\\

,

.

,

S.. ,(j. ,,

,

. Z

.- 0.-..

,, .,-- 1,-1.

..

.

,

.

,

Activities
in which
all family
members
take part

..

. ' ,,,, .-11A4 ,-....

,

Use of
Leisure
Time

A

.
.

,

-77.,,-,.

,,

.., , N7 '. ;

,-
A,

.

,,.. ,,,

, .

, .

,.1-, 0

.

....

14:
,- ., ...,,

.

_

,

.

'''' 0-0:iii,,,,Irmq.",+; ' ::,'
, ..t..t...34,,,,,..4.., .

.,i,- .-.
.5.. .

'-''' .,
,,,,4 i s

...- .04f

Holidays &
/Celebrations
(How celebrated
by family)
Give 2
examples

,,
.

.

.

,:

.. ... -....."

:.-,,,,,,'

,-

:-,

-..,..

..
.-7-

.

,

...,-.,,,........,--,....%,

.1-- ,

,.,1,..

Types of
Family
Decisions

\

,

.

e ..

. ,..,
,'

, ' ,

.,
.

, ..,,;:, .,,,..r

...,
,

. 4.,-.,,,-

,

. . .

, 0

\

Other

.., . ''.'
'-,..

. ,

5 %
4

.,

,,,i,

,

,

, ,

,,

,,

.,..= . -,

, ..

c

,
. . ,

.:..

k.: 4 Z,' '...

.
, .

.','2C4a ."': 4,- ','7; 7, .,4 L.47
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